
Programmer of reliable communications software
Developer of durable compilers and tools
Architect of flexible game & simulation systems

As  a  senior  programmer  with  experience  spanning  the  videogame  and  financial  services
industries,  I've  proven my ability  to  lead teams and develop highly  reliabile,  maintainable,  and
flexible software in many different languages and environments.

My  passions  include  writing  compilers  and  toolchain  systems,  functional  entity-component
model software, internationalization and localization, and — of course — videogames.
Scrum Alliance® Certified ScrumMaster® (CSM) (  at:  https://www.scrumalliance.org/certifications/practitioners/certified-

scrummaster-csm )
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Software Developer, Adaxa Technologies (MCNA Systems)

2012-present At Adaxa (MCNA), I work on a variety of projects in the infrastructure
and  communications  domains.  Adaxa  provides  software  services  that  adjudicate
dental  claims,  issue  payments,  and  communicate  eligibility,  authorization,  and
adjudication results with a variety of private and State actors. I've worked in focused
areas  involving  our  Electronic  Data  Interchange  (EDI)  and  document  generation
systems, performed technical analysis for problem solving, created domain-specific
language  systems,  and  constructed  several  platforms  for  automated  software
testing. Linux, Common Lisp, Ruby, Clojure, SQL, Datomic/Datalog, EDIFACT/X12N, Health Insurance, AWS,

OpenStack, Jenkins CI

Bruce is a well-rounded and knowledgeable individual. Has demonstrated thorough knowledge of
technology as well as our industry. Bruce has also learnt very quickly new business and industry
needs and has  applied his  knowledge to use and excel  in  delivering robust  solutions to our
company’s needs. Now that Bruce is leading our EDI development and engineering efforts, he is
showing tremendous improvements in initiative and leadership which we hope we can continue
fueling and allow Bruce to continue developing and growing within the company.

—  Kenneth  Tilton,  (then)  Director  of  Software
Development, MCNA Systems, 2013

Managed Care of North America Healthcare Holdings owns MCNA Dental, which in turn spun off MCNA

Systems, which was renamed Adaxa; over the past six years, it's been through a few name changes, but the

development efforts have been similar.

Curriculum Vitæ
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Operations Manager  and Chief  Engineer,  Corporation for  Inter-World Tourism and
Adventuring

2018-present  After  Res  Interactive,  LLC  was  shut  down,  I  began  work  toward
“rebooting” the Tootsville  game in a new edition. This work-in-progress is a new,
massively  distributed,  multiplayer  on-line  persistent  world  built  using  a  set  of
compact, mostly REST-ful cloud services and extensive HTML5 and Javascript front-
end and middle-tier systems. As Chief Engineer, I'm leading up (and, honestly, mostly
single-handedly) the development effort; as Operations Manager (ie, CEO) I'm also
responsible for the (minimal) administrative duties of the not-for-profit corporation.
Common  Lisp,  Javascript,  Linux,  GNU  Make,  AWS,  OpenStack,  Travis  CI,  HTML5,  WebGL,  WebRTC,

BabylonJS, CouchDB, MariaDB, MemCacheD, distributed, Apache, HTTPS, Hunchentoot, parallel, REST, near-

real-time.

(See also, CIWTA web site (Web site for the non-profit Corporation for Inter-World Tourism and Adventuring

at: https://ciwta.org/ ) and Tootsville site (Tootsville web site (work in progress) at: https://tootsville.org/ ), and
Res Interactive, below.)

Software Developer, LSI, Inc. Training Devices Division
2011-2012 While at LSI, I developed a new Instructor/Operator Station application

stack  for  management  of  their  immersive  (i.e.  hardware/software)  simulation
devices,  particularly  the AH-64D Apache Longbow (About  the  Apache  Longbow  (Wikipedia)  at:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boeing_AH-64_Apache#AH-64D ) gunship's LCDSTT (Longbow  Controls  and  Displays

Selected Task Trainer) . This is a full-surround (the user is completely within the device) training “device”
(LSI  training  devices  at:  http://www.lsijax.com/training_devices.html  )  with  dual  cockpits  (pilot  and
copilot/gunner), out-the-window simulated views, and with elecronic and mechanical
components nearly indistinguishable from — and, in some cases, actually built using
parts from — the actual gunship. Linux (Red Hat Enterprise Linux and Fedora) ; C++, FORTRAN, ADA,

Perl; OpenGL, X11; TCP/IP, distributed real-time

This video shows off the VR components that interacted with the LCDSTT. The LCDSTT itself is briefly

seen.

Senior Software Developer, iMobile3
2011 (brief) Ported an Objective-C iOS (iPhone) application (download link;  note:  updated  by

others after I ported it at: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.royalcaribbean.rccl ) to Android (Java)
platform.
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Chief Technical Officer, HuddleHub
2010-2011 Served as CTO and lead programmer of startup company focusing on

fantasy sports (“Fantasy  Sports”  defined at:  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fantasy_sport  )  gaming services. I
built up a cloud-based infrastructure based upon the Amazon AWS (Amazon Web Services at:

http://aws.amazon.com/  )  and Elastic Beanstalk  (Elastic  Beanstalk  at:  http://aws.amazon.com/ElasticBeanstalk  )

clouds, designed an implemented a RESTful architecture, login/encryption protocols,
anti-cheating  and  anti-replay  measures,  and  implemented  the  server  side  of  our
March Madness (A popular annual basketball tournament between college teams) application, as well as
partial implementation for a Major League Baseball application. Java,  REST,  AJAX,  SQL,

XML, Amazon
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Chief Engineer, Res Interactive, LLC (Tootsville)

2008-2010 Tootsville, a colorful, family-friendly, non-violent MMO-RPG (Massively Multi-

player  On-line  Role-Playing  Game)  about singing cartoon elephants called “Toots,”  built  up a
small but loyal player base, largely English-speaking (US, UK, and Australian) school-age (Core

ages 9-12) children. The core server platform, Romance 1.1 (“Romance” as a name actually originated

as a typographical error for “Romans.” The various server components in Romance were named for famous Romans; e.g. the

communications  socket  server  was  Appius,  and  the  inter-server  object-sharing  platform  was  Caesar.  Think  “Romance

languages,”  not  “romance novels.”)  , provided 24×7 reliability, with zero downtime for over a
year  and  load-tested  capacity  of  over  1,500  users  per  node.  (I  am the  primary
architect & developer of “Romance.”)

Working on short deadlines with an excellent core team, my Engineering group
delivered on-time and always-available membership & billing (Registration, forgotten passwords,

parental  controls  and  authorization,  credit-card  subscriptions,…)  software,  a  social  media  platform
(“Tootsbook” (Uniquely, Tootsbook was designed to share information only about the fictional Toots characters, while

actively preventing players from sharing actual personal details about themselves) ), the MMO-RPG game server
itself, an Adobe Flash/ActionScript-based front-end for players, multiple utility back-
end tools for internal teams (including lifeguards (Operators who observed in-world interactions and

protected against abusive players or players disclosing personal details) , customer service, design/art teams,
and  systems  administration),  and  other  facilities.  This  rôle  included  hiring,
supervising,  and  training  front-end  (user  experience)  and  back-end  (services  and  infrastructure)

programmers, system administrators, and training and supporting customer service
and system operators.
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Best Virtual World for Kids (About.com 2011 Readers' Choice Award at: http://familyinternet.about.com

/od/computinglifestyle/ss/2011-Readers-Choice-Award-Winners.htm#step2 ) (nb. this award was issued shortly

after I left Res)

We had a deal with Scholastic (Scholastic at: http://mediaroom.scholastic.com/node/203 )

We had some funky  YouTube adverts  (YouTube  adverts  at:  https://www.youtube.com/channel

/UCHS4FMOF1vDB8RZvhxe8p3A )

We even had “cool” merch! (Old Tootsville merchandise at: https://kid.steals.com/daily/deal/id/1500858/ )

There are people who work in the box, and then there are those who work outside of the box.

When it comes to Bruce, the box never existed in the first place.
Bruce has the ability to think and create unilaterally. He has the ability to work under stressful
situations and demands. As a team member, Bruce works well with others and never creates
boundaries amongst teammates. I have seen first hand his ability to change gears when being
faced with completely different programmatic expectations then originally planned. I would highly
recommend Bruce for almost any project and project range.

— Chris Brunner, CTO (Chief Technical Officer) , Res
Interactive

The best memory. The game has been on hiatus for about 2 years now (Ed: since 2012 or so) which is
terribly sad considering it was one of the best online chat websites I've ever come across. I joined
this website when I was 9 and I'm 15 now. It still holds a special place in my heart. It never had
thousands of people on it at once, like club penguin, but the community was amazing. We all
remembered  each  others  names,  the  moderators  and  magic  toots  included  everyone  in  the
conversations and activities, they held contests (which I won once and was delivered all of the
main toot plushies), and was fun for the whole family. It's a very safe website, you can't type
numbers or any naughty words so that's a plus for younger players. I've met many, many friends
during the years that I've played and I'm still friends with one to this day! A very amazing website
and I hope one day they'll come back because it was literally the best game I've ever played.

—  TheGhostInHope  (  at:

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/users/theghostinhope )
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Software Engineer: eFlyte, Inc
2003-2006 At eFlyte, I developed, altered, and maintained software for embedded

in-flight  entertainment  computer  systems,  including  video  gaming,  destination
information,  and hybrid  e-mail/SMS (Short  Message  Service;  i.e.,  mobile  phone  texts)  messaging
programs. Duties include developing technical specifications, software development,
build-system  maintenance  (including  cross-compilation),  release  and  packaging
procedures, documentation, and some graphics, video, and music editing.

I developed English, Turkish, Korean, and Chinese text-entry systems (Note:  I  do  not

speak these languages) for touchscreen, gamepad, and telephone handset entry, along with
the standard multi-language text-handling widget, for on-screen keyboard, handset
controls, and multi-tap text entry, and implemented the AOL®/Tegic™ “T9 (T9 text entry

at:  http://www.nuance.com/for-business/by-product/t9/index.htm  )”  predictive  text  entry  system  for
English  and  Chinese  (Mandarin  phonetic  “Bopomofo,”  Traditional  and  Simplified
stroke-based)  for  Matsushita  (MAS)/Panasonic  and  Thales  in-flight  entertainment
systems (IFE systems at the time were largely comparable to the coin-operated touchscreen systems you might find at a

bar or restaurant.) . i18n/l10n (Internationalisation and Localisation) , C/C++, x86 Assembler, PowerPC, Framebuffer,

embedded
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Previously …

Blue  Cross  &  Blue  Shield  of  Florida  (now  FloridaBlue)  's  First  Coast  Service  Options,  Inc.,
Medicare Part A Fiscal Intermediary Standard System maintenance, Special Projects division,
Developer  Analyst/Technical  Analyst  COBOL,  Perl,  TSO  (IBM  MVS  mainframe  Time-Sharing  Option;

HASP/JES2;JCL)

CitiStreet  (a  joint  project  of  Citigroup  and  State  Street  Bank)  ,  Perl  programmer,  electronic  data
interchange and database integration solutions for human resource and benefits information
management Perl, SQL, EBCDIC, XML, EDIFACT

Multimedia development for CD-ROM and web C++, Macromedia Flash (now Adobe Flash) & Director,

video

Internet “chat” software development in Java with VRML (Yes, really! Virtual Reality Markup Language)

and Java Applet GUI interfaces.
Content Management Systems for multimedia
Special software for managing of large-scale web-offset (“press”) printing businesses
Games for PC-DOS, Commodore 64, and Atari 2600 6510 & 6507 (MOS-6502-type 8-bit CPU's) and

i80386 (Intel '386) assembly-language; BASIC …

Also Previously …

Hospitality (restaurant & bar) management, with staffs of up to 65 under me
Various other jobs in hospitality, including server & bartender
Customer service for Medicare Supplemental insurance
Call center (shift supervisor) for Hospice prescription drug management (PCS
liaison for independent Hospices)
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Less “fluent” skills are in this typeface.
Procedural  Languages  —  C  (ANSI,  Gnu),  Emacs  Lisp,  Arduino,  C++,  MOS-6500  Assembly,
MOS-65816 Assembly, Intel 80286 Assembly, Objective-C, BASIC, COBOL

Object-Oriented Procedural Languages — Common Lisp, Java, Javascript, Perl, ActionScript3

Functional Languages — Clojure, ClojureScript

Relational Languages — SQL, Datalog

Declarative Languages — Prolog

Document Languages — LATεΧ, HTML, XML, CSS, X12 EDIFACT, SVG, OpenDocument ODT/ODS

Scripting Languages — Bourne Again Shell (“bash”), Gnu Make 

Environments — Arduino, Linux® (Android®, X11, Wayland, framebuffer, console, headless/server,
embedded),  macOS,  iOS,  Windows,  Apple  ][,  Commodore  64,  Commodore  128,  Atari  VCS  CX-2600,
MVS/zOS (CICS, TSO, headless/server)

Virtualization Systems — Amazon Web Services (AWS), OpenStack, Docker,  Linux Containers,
Xen 

Servers — Apache, Nginx, Postfix, Bind, Exim, Qmail, Sendmail

Business  Domains  — Hospitality,  Dental  claims,  Medical  claims,  Pharmacy  claims,  basic  double-entry
bookkeeping, COPPA (Childrens' Online Privacy and Protection Act) , HIPPA (Health Insurance Privacy and Portability Act) 

Language/writing systems — Note, I do not probably speak these languages, but I have done or can work with them

for  i18n/L10n  — Spanish,  Italian,  French,  Danish,  German,  Russian,  Turkish,  Arabic,  Persian,  Indic
scripts,  Vietnamese,  Chinese  (Traditional/Simplified,  Pinyin,  Zuyin  Fuhao/Bopomofo),  Korean,
Tsalagi (Cherokee)

Skills Summary
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How do you pronounce your name? — It's like “Brews-rob-urt Poe-cock.” Just like it's spelled. 

Who are Bruce Pocock and Bruce-Robert Fenn Pocock? — Bruce Pocock is my father. Bruce-
Robert Fenn Pocock had been me, but my name has changed back to “just” Bruce-Robert Pocock. 

What  about  relocation,  telecommuting,  or  travel?  —  I've  been  quite  happy  with
telecommute+travel work in the past. I'm not interested in relocation, but might consider relocating
within Florida for the right opportunity. I live in Broward County, in Fort Lauderdale (Map showing Fort

Lauderdale at: https://www.google.com/maps/?q=Fort%20Lauderdale ). 

Employment eligibility…? — I'm a US Citizen and can pass any background check required (security
clearance, felony, et al.) 

Salary  &  Benefits  Requirements  —  You  would  need  to  be  paying  “the  going  rate”  for  an
experienced senior programmer, with (at least) a typical benefits package. 

Contract Work? — Not so much, no. 

What other responsibilities would you take on? — I don't mind working on dev-ops tools and
support  tools  —  but  I  don't  want  to  trade  in  my  programming  hat  and  become  a  system
administrator. I can design a beautiful user experience and even jury-rig some placeholder art, but
I'm not interested in being on the art team. I love designing puzzles and minigames, but I also want
to keep coding. I'm happy with technical leadership, architect, or mentoring positions, but I don't
really want to be in a 100% management position. 

Can I call you on the phone? — Do e-mail me, please. I do not take phone calls during the work
day, but we can set up something when strictly necessary.

Frequently Asked Questions
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e-mail
Bruce-Robert Pocock <brpocock@star-hope.org> (Send e-mail to brpocock@star-hope.org)

SSH public key

ssh-rsa
AAAAB3NzaC1yc2EAAAADAQABAAACAQC4GOOx2nFY13UcBMGUhwrFy/WYoR+s11akcFGBy68jWtryOCswLk2dUZI
5nk0VWS+p1ZiKVQvxsO7u8zP9JInv7Bn73iPPdH427dhF1fmlpnAZ4kBBJi19DMSPbn2lBifPsbuHc3We4fStFz
M6fUacicxAQ73B7QjwETRL5bYoYTSTJSeNMLN1x5YSrHGxwm4Fu0nIEy20tER3mZ2mDn9WIU8AMPQ8JR0tEx
/e7ANRVGU5X+1jF8KK4b
/aEwEMFA5dppCo93SdfZLB3lyf7q2emz357R6mii8P3ng6MhzM69Wfpq0TS843e9bj76bC3ozw6oHp9Cf0b3Rpc
1Em2U6cDGSGYBNUMY+GciHII/zUqB8LilQI6uYsLYjZdLWhqG9gaa0gLMQPKOBxO+V4gCAJD5mvSNr
/tc+EwkDm7SiKguRBY

Contact Me
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